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Shown alongside White Noise are seven works from
Kempinas’ Illuminator series (2015). From a distance
they resemble surfaces of a full moon — a bright
sphere in a dark sky — but are in fact circles of flat
rough wall, lit along their perimeters. Bearings (2015),
on the other hand, is a floor-based black box-like
object with thousands of small steel ball bearings laid
down in oil on its surface. At first they are perceived

Such tension, between first impression and reality,
and the dramatic changes that occur through a
shifting viewpoint are not uncommon is Kempinas’
work. In other ways White Noise provides a key to
understanding the exhibition. Literally tied into
Ikon’s exhibition space with parallel lengths of tape,
it exemplifies the importance of architectural context
for the artist — sometimes inspiring the production
of work, always affecting our reading of it — and his
resistance to any idea of a self-contained, discrete
artistic experience.

Videotape is both message and medium in Kempinas’
installation White Noise (2007). Involving countless
lengths of tape stretched horizontally wall-to-wall,
agitated by ventilator fans, it suggests static from
a vast un-tuned television screen. The sound of the
fans and fluttering tape heighten an illusion which is
simultaneously undermined by closer inspection.

‘[It is …] super light, thin enough to visually disappear
if looked at from one side, an easily recognisable
material, flexible and durable. Videotape is also
inexpensive. It’s a container of visual information, a
data carrier, but you can perceive it like an abstract
line. It is a mass-produced banal industrial material,
but it can appear sensual and seductive at the same
time.’

This exhibition of work by New York based Lithuanian
artist Žilvinas Kempinas, at once represents and
embodies natural phenomena. Light and air currents
are brought to bear on unprecious everyday objects
and materials, especially unwound videotape which
appeals to the artist not only as an “abstraction”
of moving imagery, but also because of its distinct
physical qualities:

Jonathan Watkin
Director, Ikon
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plea on behalf of wonder, philosopher Marilynne Robinson laments
r energies can only derive from, and express, the larger phenomenon of
rgy. And there is that haunting compatibility of our means of knowing
the universe of things to be known. Yet, even as our capacity to describe
fabric of reality and the dimensions of it has undergone an astonishing
pening and expansion, we have turned away from the ancient intuition
we are a part of it all.”2 To know all things is impossible — a tenet that’s
ly forgotten, now that we live with the assumption that all existing
rmation can be summoned with a few taps on a keyboard or touch screen.
Kempinas’ work substantiates Robinson’s entreaty. His work manages
lter the character of the space it apprehends so completely it becomes
ething else, something alien and unknown. Kempinas seems less like a
ptor and more like a maestro, orchestrating his objects into movements
experiences that are by turns dazzling, disorienting or uncanny. In our
of post-everything consumption of art, it is difficult not to be jaded. It
mfortable to believe that one has seen everything. We seek and desire
piness, but we must affect an attitude of reserve. And then along comes
pinas’ work, and we don’t know what to do with ourselves. He takes
monplace items and from them crafts small miracles that provoke a
uine awe that is hard to come by. A comparison can be made to what the

idn’t want to build anything meaningful … I didn’t have any story to tell,
I didn’t want to critique or comment on anything. I just wanted to activate
e in a room”,1 Kempinas once said of his objects, and it is a point on which
as remained remarkably consistent over the years. Videotape, along with
y other of the materials Kempinas employs are the stuff of households
hardware shops. They are a draw for audiences precisely because they
commonplace and connote a sense of familiarity. And yet, Kempinas takes
e average items, imbues them with a sense of mystery, and recasts them
suspenseful dramas of their very own. We watch the whipping magnetic
of Oasis with hearts in our throats — will it fall? And maybe even more
ificantly: How did he do that?

in black line dances on the breeze at the centre of the room, suspended
othing. As it whirls and undulates midair it never falters, persisting in
luid but unpredictable motion. Mounted overhead, an ordinary electric
hums, supplying the wind current that accounts for its animation. On the
nd below, low, curved steel swatches provide the suggestion of a circle —
ge the dancer never leaves. A close inspection reveals the medium of the
rting line is a simple band of magnetic tape, the sort that was once loaded
camcorders by parents to record football games and dance recitals. The
e-ubiquitous staple, which is now quickly becoming extinct, replaced by
tal brethren, takes centre stage, the star of its own magic show. Three
ble components — steel swatches, fan, magnetic tape — make up the
rety of artist Žilvinas Kempinas’ Oasis (2010) and the delight they can
jure is almost a second trick in and of itself.
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earliest audiences of moving pictures mus
the first time. And in many ways, Kempina
physical element of his objects and install
use of videotape — Kempinas’ work share
Pauline Kael once said of what she called
take you out of your dull funk and the hop
slipping into a theatre; a good movie can
not just lost in another city. Good movies
possibilities again”.3

97, Kempinas immigrated to the United States, following in the footsteps
everal of his classmates from the academy that had already made the
sition overseas. He settled in New York and soon enrolled in the graduate
ramme at Hunter College, receiving his master’s degree in 2002. From the
t Kempinas was a renegade. His work never fitted into a straightforward
ative of contemporary art. He has been likened to a disparate array of
ts over the years, but perhaps most frequently it is suggested his work
ends from the lineage of Minimalist Art of the 1960s. However, Kempinas
self tends to reject this view, noting accurately that his works are

rder to understand better how the artist has arrived at the present
ent, it is useful to understand his past. Kempinas was born in Plunge,
uania in 1969 and came of age at a particularly turbulent period in
uania’s history. The country, which had been subsumed by the USSR in
, was in the midst of a protracted reclamation of its independence when
pinas enrolled at the State Art Institute of Lithuania in 1987. A major
ent revolution took place the following year, forcing the resignation
e Soviet-sympathising faculty, who were seen as hindrances to open
tivity. New instructors with more forward-thinking ideas about art
aced them, and the school was re-designated the Vilnius Academy of Arts.
pinas graduated from this newly restructured institution in 1993. By that
, he had already largely abandoned painting and had turned more towards
allation. Along with several cohorts from the Academy of Arts, his interests
n making use of common items and ordinary materials, prospects that in
early nineties seemed radical in a nation newly emerging from Communism
state-sanctioned artistic processes. Concurrently, Kempinas worked as a
gner of showrooms and commercial fairs for a furniture manufacturer, and
lso devised stage sets for the theatre, both jobs that required a precise,
eptual acuity of space and a confidence in its orchestration, as well as an
with both theatre and spectacle.

innings

onal dwellings but then expanding boundaries that might include, but
not limited to: one’s city, one’s nation, the earth, our solar system.
rnatively, a small enclosure that provides safety — a nest, a cocoon, a cell
womb — might also be considered a home. Kempinas’ work is capable of
moning both the vast and the diminutive. Its alchemy transforms the aloof
ite cube” into an atmosphere that is by turns enveloping, meditative or
yant, because of the assuredness with which his objects command their
n space. An interviewer who once asked him about the exhibition galleries
useum Tinguely in Basel (where Kempinas had a large survey in 2013)
ived this reply: “I like them all, as long as I can ‘domesticate’ them … I like
ansform the space completely.”5 To this end, Kempinas does not shy away
the risk inherent in this quest. Chance is the invisible but omnipresent
edient that prevails in all of his work.
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Kempinas’ seminal work Tube was also co
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A Turning Point

Two years after finishing at Hunter, he ma
consisted of a simple strip of magnetic ta
fans sat at the centre of a gallery, tilted at
rolling on the wind. The wide circumferen
weave along the walls of the space. Thrus
in cresting and ebbing ripples and waves,
anxiety in audiences who seemed incredu
collapse and slip to the ground. As critic a
Lithuanian, has said of Kempinas’ choice
Lithuanians, the semantic charge of video
… speaking metaphorically, video cassett
the late 1980s, symbolised in the consciou
and madly desired promised world, howeve
literally took the magnetic tape and gross
created a world within that gallery room
gesture was permitted to exist. Flying Tap
drawn to it because it implied just this: th
— something so unremarkable that most p
could become the stuff of legerdemain.

In addition to Oasis and White Noise, anot
Verticals (2015), fills another area of the g
individual strips of videotape are suspend
string, and hang plumb, almost but not qu
must make their way gingerly around the
the space as the tape gently sways. Kempi
again obliging a conscious association wit
in the show, whose undulations of paint b

Investigation of the philosophical concep
“home”, the objects that might constitut
might achieve formally continues in the pr
tripods make an appearance here, a comp
the show, Untitled (Forest) (2016), an entir
forest of tripods, painted white, overtake
buffed to high shine. To this, Kempinas ha
white digital film footage of the foliage o
himself while riding his bicycle along the
New York. The film, devoid of any human
behind the camera, is sublime. Watching t
pass by one’s eyes puts the viewer in a co
projected upside-down so that it takes on
in the sheen of the high-gloss black floors
correct orientation.

Home and Beyond

rather than solely an object to look at; it
space in order to gain the full experience.
pathway, the body’s own movement caus
of the surround “walls” of videotape whic
the stirred air currents. Natural light, pou
windows of the Scuola Grande della Mise
the Biennale, bounced off the cylinder, ca
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a critical success and it launched Kempina
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ica Holmes

most remarkable aspect of such a survey of Kempinas’ work is that no two
ple will ever see the exact same exhibition. The work is ever-changing,
ending on light, air currents, individual, physical viewpoint and the
ber of other people in the given area. I have never seen the exhibition
have seen, and I never can; that is, I can never see it in precisely the
e way you see it. Because it is constantly moving and changing, every
le perspective of the installation will be different — sometimes almost
erceptibly — but the difference is always there. In this way, Kempinas
ocratises space — each individual viewer is afforded his or her own
pective, and each perspective is of equal validity. Kempinas also manages,
g industrially fabricated materials, to nurture connection. Through his
k we are re-rooted in the world around us and are also reminded that,
ite living in the age of information, there is still so much we don’t know.
ot only allows for wonder to exist, he makes space for it.

e two sculptures both called Bearings (2015), standard ball bearings swim
pool of mineral oil that envelops a low, black platform. Beneath each
form, out of sight from the viewer, a steel disc rotates, making a full circle
y 60 seconds. These discs are equipped with neodymium magnets which,
act the bearings and cause them to cluster to each other, drift through the
eral oil, and re-cluster, in seemingly random fashion. Light glints off the
y, metal surfaces causing an effect not unlike that of bubbles popping on
surface of a still pond. Likewise in his series of Illuminators (2015), light
es projecting soft, LED light onto cast resin painted white, hang from the
. The resulting, ethereal glow evokes moonlight, and tricks the eye into
eving a luminescent orb radiates before it, until a careful scrutiny shows
rwise — there is no sphere but rather a flat surface. This is not to say that
works in any manner resemble a body of water or a celestial entity, but
er that the way in which the manufactured implies the natural in Kempinas’
ds is another sleight of hand, driving us towards Robinson’s yearning for
“ancient intuition”; that we both have a place in this intricately woven
ic and are also incapable of completely comprehending it.

and fluid curves across each page. It is as if Kempinas had impressed
kinetic tape into two dimensions, and though paintings by nature are
ionary, the movement implied in these is visceral.

White Noise, 2007
Magnetic tape, plyw
Dimensions variable

Verticals, 2015
Magnetic tape, mag
Dimensions variable

Illuminator VII, 2015
Aluminum, resin and
143 × 143 × 8cm

Illuminator XXIV, 201
Aluminum, resin and
143 × 143 × 8cm

Illuminator XVII, 2015
Aluminum, resin and
143 × 143 × 8cm

Illuminator XXV, 2015
Aluminum, resin and
143 × 143 × 8cm

Illuminator XVI, 2015
Aluminum, resin and
143 × 143 × 8cm

Illuminator XX, 2015
Aluminum, resin and
143 × 143 × 8cm

Bearings, 2015
Aluminum, stainless
140 × 140 × 24cm

Cycle drawings, 2016
Acrylic, ink on paper
130 × 327cm

Oasis, 2010
Magnetic tape, indu
Dimensions variable

Untitled (Forest), 201
Projections, steel tri
Dimensions variable
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